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ABSTRACT
Fuel cells are currently experiencing an invigorating resurgence, both at the industrial and research levels. Diagnosis of stack performance is of importance for proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) research. In
this paper, a bond graph (BG) approach was used for modelling, simulation and robust diagnosis of a PEMFC.
In literature, several PEMFC diagnosis methodologies were outlined in terms of efficiency and applicability.
This paper described the linear fractional transformations (LFT) method to make it capable for handling the
PEMFC diagnostics; an approach based on LFT-BG was developed to diagnose hydration and cells deterioration faults that may occur within a fuel cell. Simulation and experimental diagnostic testing results of a 1.2 kW
Nexa fuel cell were presented and used to show the dynamic behaviour of the system variables and assessing
the performance of the observer.
Keywords: robust diagnosis, bond graph approach, PEM fuel cell, linear fractional transformations, performance
of the observer.

INTRODUCTION
Over the coming decades, hydrogen could
be required to take a greater role in the field of
energy, alongside electricity, responding to environmental concerns (global warming), but also in
order to deal with the issue of energy independence inherent to the world’s growing energy
demand, and the need for more efficient energy
chains. The fuel cell is considered as a very promising solution among the technologies considered
for the future in terms of production of decentralized electrical energy. Fuel cell has been slow to
reach its place in research and technology due
to the issues related to materials and production
techniques available. This is why its development was overshadowed by that of the thermal
machines such as combustion engines, and that of
turbo generators. Today, owing to significant investments in different sectors such as automotive
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and cogeneration, as well as the progress made
in materials technology, new perspectives appear
for the production of clean electricity through this
means. The fuel cell is a powerful energy converter in terms of efficiency, which transforms the
chemical energy contained in hydrogen into the
electrical energy on the one hand and into heat
and water on the other.
The diagnosis of uncertain systems has been
the focus of much research work in recent years.
This interest is reflected in the fact that natural
systems are complex and non-stationary, while
manufacturers seek greater safety and efficiency.
The bond graph approach [3, 16, 20, 27] proposed
in this paper allows – through its energy and
multi-physics structure – to use a single tool for
modelling, structural analysis and generation of
uncertain analytical redundancy relations ARRs.
Given the complexity of the processes, the
generation of residues is the most used way to alert
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the operator of the occurrence of an “abnormal”
event. It is important to clarify the meaning given
to the words used to evoke the malfunctions that
may occur in the system. We retain, for this purpose, the definitions given in [1, 11, 14, 15, 23].
In this work, we try to show how the bond
graph approach can be used in modelling, simulation and construction of linear and nonlinear
systems on the one hand, and the construction of
system elements to be analyzed by graphics using the LFT-BG on the other, to generate ARRs
[4, 7, 8, 9, 13, 18, 21].
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows: section 2 briefly presents the fundamentals of the PEMFC, whereas section 3 discusses
the PEMFC diagnosis, the LFT-BG principle is
given, the PEMFC bond graph model was introduced: two types of faults within it were considered, fault in the number of cells of the stack, and
fault in the hydration rate of the PEMFC membrane. Some selected experimental and simulation results were shown in Section 4 and last section concludes the paper.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PEMEFC
The basic principle of a fuel cell was invented in
1839 by Sir William Grove. It is the reverse principle
of electrolysis: hydrogen combines with oxygen
to produce water, electricity and heat [10, 12, 17].
At the anode, the fuel (hydrogen) is dissociated into protons (or hydrogen ions H+) and

electrons which generate an electric current according to the following oxidation reaction:
Anode side:
H 2  2H



 2e



(1)

At the cathode, oxygen, protons and electrons
recombine to form water, which hydrates the
membrane according to the following reduction
reaction:
Cathode side:
2H



 2e





1
2

O2  H 2 O

(2)

While the electron transfer takes place
through an external electrical circuit, the membrane acts as an ion-junction bridge allowing protons to transit from the anode to the cathode and
thus close the electrical circuit. The overall reaction is finally written as follows:
Overall reaction:
H2 

1
2

O2  H 2 O  Electricity  Heat

(3)

This reaction creates a potential difference
between the electrodes of the order of one Volt,
a potential difference that is specific to the redox
couple formed by H2 and O2. Due to this very low
naturalness voltage, manufacturers assemble several cells in series to achieve a sufficiently high
voltage with a satisfactory yield. A fuel cell then
constitutes a stack of elementary electrochemical
generators called cells between two end-plates

Fig. 1. Exploded view of a PEMFC supplied with hydrogen and oxygen
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used for supplying and which constitute the
electrical terminals of the fuel cell, as shown
in Figure 1.
Fuel cells are clean, as they operate on the reverse principle of water electrolysis and only emit
water and unconsumed reactant gases.
The total oxide-reduction reaction (Eq. (3)) is
exothermic: at 25°C, the free enthalpy of the reaction is -237 kJ/mol or -229 kJ/mol, depending
on whether the water formed is liquid or gaseous.
Figure 2 shows the static polarization curve of
a PEM fuel cell. The different losses (activation,
ohmic and concentration) are present at all values
of the current with various preponderances.
This static characteristic is important in evaluating the performance of the fuel cell. It depends
on several parameters: the hydration of the membrane and its thickness, the type of catalyst, and
the operating parameters (temperature and pressure). The typical operating temperature ranges
between 60°C and 80°C.
Indeed, the diagnosis is performed on-line on
a sliding window using the PEMFC output voltage as the only measurement.

PEMFC DIAGNOSIS
Fuel cells are governed by multiple physical
phenomena and various technology components,
so the bond graph approach, based on an energy
analysis and multi-physics, is well suited.
The bond graph modelling tool was defined
by Paynter [21]. This approach allows energy to
highlight the analogies between the different areas of physics (mechanics, electricity, hydraulics,
thermodynamics, acoustics, etc.) and represent

Fig. 2. Typical fuel cell polarization curve
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them in a uniform multidisciplinary physical system [2, 5, 18, 25, 26, 27]. The bond graph formalism constitutes an explicit graphical tool for
modelling of complex multidomain systems and
describing energy exchanges within a system.
Bond graphs allow a unified representation of the
laws of the different areas of physics; they are
multi-energy domain (mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, etc). Bond graph provides a detailed understanding of the dynamics of the physical systems; moreover, it can facilitate multidisciplinary
exchanges.
Bond graphs have a notion of causality which
provides a tool for the intuition-based discussion
of system behaviour (controllability, observability, etc). A fundamental property of a bond graph
model relates to the conservation of the junction
structure, which in the context of a fuel cell system ensures that the different conservation laws
are always correctly represented.
The process of diagnosis, generating residues
calling analytical redundancy relations from linear mono-energy bond graph model, is addressed
in [6] according to the causal paths. At the junction structure level (junctions 0, 1, TF and GY),
several relations between different flows and efforts can be established.
Fractional linear transformations
representation
Different models for the generation of fault
detection and isolation procedures for industrial
systems were adopted and developed. Among
these models, there is the fractional linear transformation (LFT) model. This model is a generic
concept widely used in uncertain instruction
modeling for industrial systems. They consist in
separating the nominal part of a model from its
uncertain part, as shown in Figure 3a.
In this paper, we used the bond graph tool as
an integrated language for modeling and robust
error detection and isolation using the fractional
linear transformation form for the generation of
redundant analytic relationships. These redundant
analytic relations consist of two perfectly separated parts, a nominal part called residue rn describing the operation of the system, and an uncertain
part called d.
The innovative interest of this paper is the use
of the bond graph approach for modeling, robust
diagnosis and residual sensitivity analysis, taking
into account the uncertainties of the parameters
in Figure 3b.
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Fig. 3. a) LFT model, b) Bond graph using LFT

Uncertain diagnosis of the PEMFC
The primary purpose of the work was to apply an electrical fault at the membrane resistance
RS, which is an active resistance related to both
the electrical part (resistive behaviour whose nonlinear characteristic follows a Butler-Volmer law)
and the thermal part as heat sources, and other
physical fault at the transformer element TF corresponding to a simple gain equal to the number
of the stack cells models the total flow received
by the component.
The electrolyte appears as a solid membrane
of a typical thickness of a hundred micrometers
(100μm). This membrane must have the following properties:
•• be a good ion conductive for the movement of
protons H+;
•• be a good electrical insulator;
•• be impermeable to hydrogen and oxygen gas;
•• have good mechanical resistance towards
thermal, pressure and hydration stresses.
The conductivity of the membrane mainly depends on its temperature and its degree of hydration. The latter is critical in the implementation of
a fuel cell. From there comes the idea of considering the fault in the hydration rate (usually noted
λm). The membrane hydration rate is representative of the number of water molecules present at
each site consisting of a sulfonate-terminated.
In order to design a fuel cell corresponding to
the specifications for a given project, the designer

has two degrees of freedom, the number N of cells
in series which fixes the stack voltage and the
surface S of a cell which fixes the stack current.
In this paper, particular attention was paid to the
number of cells reflected by the TF element and
faults that may emerge.
The physical fault consists in introducing a
fault at the cells i.e. when cells are damaged, the
voltage decreases. For the electrical fault, it consists in applying a strong current which directly
affects the hydration rate and therefore affects
the membrane resistance (dry out the membrane).
Figure 4 shows the PEMFC bond graph submodel, developed in [19], subjected to a physical and
electrical fault at the electrolyte layer.
The bond graph approach enables to clearly
view this type of fault which is reflected in the
deterioration of cells modeled by TF element as
well as the dryness of the membrane modeled by
the RS element.
Faults which may affect the PEM fuel cell are
of two types:
•• Fault caused by overvoltage (or undervoltage):
the cells generate an overvoltage at the PEMFC when they are in significant numbers or an
undervoltage when they are in low numbers
•• Fault caused by overcurrent (or power shortage): when connecting the PEMFC to a substantial electrical load, an overcurrent occurs
and which causes the dryness of the fuel cell;
and when connected to an insubstantial electric charge, a power shortage is detected causing the flooding of the PEMFC.
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Fig. 4. Exploded view of the PEMFC bond graph submodel

Determination of the residue
of the TF-junction
The TF junction is affected by a physical
fault, as shown in Figure 5; this fault is resulted
in the determination of the residue equation R1 by
the ARR with LFT-BG.
The LFT-BG model of the PEMFC membrane
in integral causality is given in Figure 6 along
with the TF element in integral causality. The
LFT-BG model of the PEMFC membrane in derivative causality is given in Figure 7 with the TF
element in derivative causality and dualization of
the flow sensor DfTF.
The residue R1 provides the equation below:
R1  r1n  d1

R1  e4  e5
 e5

ean  eca

e3

 ean  eca

e6

mn .eout

e3

mn .eout

Determination of the residue of the RS
element
For the Nexa PEMFC, on which we have performed measurements, the electrolyte consists of
a Nafion membrane. The conductivity of the Nafion depends essentially on two parameters: the
temperature and its rate of hydration. The RS element is affected by an electrical fault, as shown

(4)

wb  RS(5)
, f 7 RS .SSf TF

wb  RS , f 7 RS .SSf TF

r1n = ean + eca
r1n = ean + eca

e6

From this equation we can notice that the residue R1 depends on the transformation ratio (mn) in
both operating modes, i.e. in the normal operating
mode (Eq. 6) and the abnormal operating mode
(Eq. 7).

mn .eout

mn .eout

Φ(RS , f 7 RS )SSf TF
d1  mn .wb

Φ(RS , f 7 RS )SSf TF
(6)
(7)

Where r1n is the normal residue,
d1 is the parameter uncertainty;
SSFTF is a sensor flow related to the dualized TF element,
ean is the effort related to the anode,
eca is the effort related to the cathode,
eout the output voltage.
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Fig. 5. Bond graph model of the PEMFC membrane
with physical fault applied to a TF element
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Fig. 6. LFT-BG model of the PEMFC membrane with flow (current) sensor

in figure 8, this fault is reflected in the determination of the residue equation R2 by the ARR with
LFT-BG.
The LFT-BG model of the PEMFC membrane
in integral causality is also given in Figure 9 with
the RS element in integral causality. The LFT-BG
model of the PEMFC membrane in derivative
causality is given in figure 10 with the RS element in derivative causality and dualization of the
flow sensor DfRS. The RS element is affected by an
electrical fault; this fault is resulted in the determination of the equation of the residue R2 by the
ARR with LFT-BG. The residue R2 provides the
equation below:
R2  r2 n  d 2

(8)

R 2  e 4  e5  e 2  e3

 e a n  e ca   RS n , e RS .1   1
RS







(9)

with

r2 n  ean  eca  m.eout .SSf RS  RS n , e RS 
 ean  eca  m.e RS SSf RS  f 2 RS

d 2  RS n , eRs .

1
RS

 f RS

(10)

n

inc

(11)

where r2n is the normal residue,
d2 is the parameter uncertainty,
SSFRS is a sensor flow related to the dualized RS element,
ean is the effort related to the anode,
eca is the effort related to the cathode,
eout the output voltage.

Fig. 7. LFT-BG model of the PEMFC membrane with dualized flow (current) sensor
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From this equation we can notice that the residue R2 is a compound equation, it depends on RSn
and effort eR, in both operating modes, i.e. in the
normal operating mode (Eq. 10) and the abnormal
operating mode (Eq. 11).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The Nexa PEM fuel cell system which provides up to 1200 W of unregulated DC power at
a nominal output voltage of 26 VDC was used for
testing. The PEMFC is composed of 47 elementary cells in series. The pressure of hydrogen and
oxygen is about 5 bar and the operating temperature is 338.15 K. We also used an electronic load
supporting a 25 A current.

Fig. 8. Bond graph model of the PEMFC membrane
with electrical fault applied to RS element

In the simulation process, firstly, the objective is to observe and evaluate the behaviour of
the proposed bond graph model of the PEMFC on
which faults will be applied; and secondly, compare the results obtained with simulation to those
obtained experimentally.
Simulation results were obtained using the 20sim software (University of Twente, Enschede,
Netherlands), which is developed by Controllab.
20-sim is a modelling and simulation program for
multidomain dynamic systems; models can be entered as bond graphs, equations, block diagrams
and physical components. 20-sim is widely used
for simulating and analyzing the behaviour of
multi-domain dynamic systems and creating control systems [28].
Figures 11 and 12 show the evolution of the
voltage versus current (experiment and simulation) in cases of overvoltage (Figure 11) and under-voltage (Figure 12).
It was observed that the agreement between
experimental and simulated data is very good and
confirm the mathematical equations previously
determined, Eqs. (6) and (7). If the stack features
a large number of cells, there will thus be an overvoltage, and an under-voltage in the case where
cells were damaged; and this was confirmed
by the results presented in the curves shown in
Figures 11 and 12.
Figures 13 and 14 show the evolution of the
voltage versus current (experiment and simulation) in cases of over-current (Figure 13) and
power shortage (Figure 14).
It can be seen that the simulation results agree
well with the measured data and also confirm the
previously determined mathematical equations,
Eqs. (10) and (11).

Fig. 9. LFT-BG model of the PEMFC membrane with flow (Entropy flow) sensor
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Fig. 10. LFT-BG model of the PEMFC membrane with dualized flow (temperature) sensor

The originality of the bond graph approach is
that we can determine the equation of the residue by separating the nominal part relative to the
uncertainty.

CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 11. Polarization curve of 1.2 kW Nexa fuel cell
with fault in TF element due to an overvoltage

As we mentioned previously, the faults which
may affect the PEMFC are of two types, one is
caused by overvoltage or under-voltage, and the
other is caused by over-current or power shortage.
We modeled these faults by bond graph approach
and we clearly defined their origin. In fact, for the
first fault: it is related to the number of cells in the
stack, this number is modeled through the transformation ratio m, the fault is shown by the R1
residue having a part that reflects the changes in
normal residue r1n and a related part to parameter
uncertainty d1. In turn, the second fault is related
to the hydration rate of the PEMFC λm, the fault
is evidenced by the R2 residue having a part that
reflects the changes in normal residue r2n and a
related part to parameter uncertainty d2.

The industrial diagnosis processes are generally characterized by analyzing the robustness of
residues to uncertainties and faults. The Linear
Fractional Transformations (LFT) for modelling
parametric uncertainties of fuel cells with bond
graph approach (LFT-BG) generated systematically the indicators of the robust residues. These
parametric uncertainties are clearly revealed on
the physical model through causal and structural
properties of bond graph methodology since the
PEMFC components are represented by elements
R, C, I, TF, and GY. Indeed, each generated uncertain residue consists of two parts: the first part
corresponds to the evolution of a normal residue
(rin) and the second part represents the evolution
related to the parameter uncertainty (di).
In this paper, a technique for diagnosing a
PEMFC using bond graph approach was proposed. We presented a 1.2 kW Nexa PEMFC bond
graph model as well as a method for diagnosing
uncertain parameter systems. The fault diagnostic
tests showed agreement between inference results
and the original fault causes. The fault diagnostic
tests were effective in detecting emerging faults
within the PEMFC before the appearance of a
subversive impact.
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Fig. 12. Polarization curve of 1.2 kW Nexa fuel cell
with fault in TF element due to an under-voltage

Fig. 14. Polarization curve of 1.2 kW Nexa fuel cell
with fault in RS element due to a power shortage
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